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Yes, chef

Your kitchen is the
place to cook up
a unique, lasting
design statement
A proper kitchen doesn’t
just need sharp knives;
its aesthetic credentials
require a certain edge
too. The Jackal worked
with design studio Echlin
to create a template for
a space that combines a
modern look with more
traditional touches. ‘British
craftsmanship was the
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starting point,’ explains
Echlin’s Samuel Pye. ‘We
also opted to use natural
materials that build up their
own patina over time.’ Take
the bar stool, designed by
UK-based furniture brand
Ochre. Made from handstitched leather, it will age
and develop as the years go
by. Or the chopping board,
handmade by Scottish
company Method in a
workshop three miles from
the founders’ hometown.
It could be the foundation
for every soup, stew and
dessert you ever create. As
they wear, objects like these
expose their own individual
characteristics over time
– meaning your kitchen
is not just good-looking,
but also utterly unique.
Photographed at Rathbone
Square by GPE, Fitzrovia,
interior design by Echlin

Leather bar stool, £1,836, by Ochre;
Knife, £280, by Kataba; Chopping
board, £250, by Method Studio;
Espresso cups, £37 for two, by Fellow
from Bear & Bear; Large porcelain
vase, £60, by John Julian; Decanter,
£100, Richard Brendon, both from
Harrods; Beosound 2 speakers in
infantry green, £1,650, by Bang &
Olufsen; White rose & lemon leaves
candle, £55, by Jo Loves; Glass tray,
£68, by Notre Monde from Amara;
Tumblers (set of 6), £12, by Habitat;
Eat London book, £25, by Sir Terence
Conran from Waterstones; La Conica
espresso coffee maker, £180, by Alessi
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Desk job

Your study, properly
apportioned, should
be a place of calm, a
chapel of the mind
To The smarT-Thinking
Jackal man, a study is
more than just a workspace
– it’s a state of mind. It’s
where you’ll work, think
and create, with both eyes
firmly on the horizon
line. Curated together with
Echlin, our desk set-up sees
a vintage Gamma Chair by
Rudolf Wolf complemented
by a 21st-century upgrade to
pen and paper, Montblanc’s
digital Augmented Paper.
Note the touches of copper
and brass: mixed metals
make for a cool, crisp
addition to your workspace.
Photographed at Rathbone
Square by GPE, Fitzrovia,
interior design by Echlin
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Chipperfield w102 table
lamp by Wastberg, £696,
from Twentytwentyone;
Composition 150, £12,000, by
Gabriele Capelli from Cadogan
Contemporary; Copper water
jug, £108; Copper cup, £42
for two, both by Toandfrom;
Tortoiseshell trinket box, £12;
Bronze star paperweight, £28,
both by Choosing Keeping;
Compact Desk in walnut by
Matthew Hilton, £2,580, from
The Conran Shop; Augmented
Paper in Sartorial Blue, £590,
by Montblanc; AirPods, £159,

by Apple; Bridle Hide Large
Portfolio, £370, collaboration
with Echlin, by Ettinger;
Hand-tufted rug in ivory,
£3,400, by Echlin; Vintage
Gamma Chair by Rudolf Wolf,
£950, from 1stdibs; Huglo
reversible throw, £120, by
OKA; Tortoiseshell glasses,
£450, by General Eyewear;
Copper pen pot, POA, by Alice
Made This; Brass ballpoint
pen (in pot) by Kaweco, £60,
from Manufactum; Madeto-measure leather desk pad,
£250, by Echlin
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